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Fellows now number 156!

The 15 new Fellows who graduated from the Women
in Water Leadership Program on Thursday 7
December, with program facilitators Leith Boully
(centre front) and Dr Siwan Lovett (far left), at Collins
Quarter in Melbourne. An account of the evening, with
this and other photos, is on pages 11–13.

…………………………………

Impact of the late Peter Cullen’s legacy, 10 years on
Please take a few minutes to fill out a short survey, as requested in BRIDGING 25. Help us tell Peter’s ongoing story
by acknowledging ways in which the Peter Cullen Water & Environment Trust has influenced you in some way: at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/6LMKBRF/.
We ask you to do this because the Trust is thinking about ways to commemorate Peter as a scientist, mentor,
communicator, advocate and friend by sharing the story of his legacy, and so we continue to speak truth to power
as we reach the tenth anniversary of his death in March 2008. Survey responses are anonymous, so if we quote your
response, it will be nameless. Personal reflections, …, policy level impacts: they are all valuable. Alternatively, drop
me an email directly, kate@petercullentrust.com.au. Many thanks.
Kate MacMaster, Director, Programs

…………………………………

Diary dates for PCT in Victoria 2018
Merry Christmas! And congratulations and welcome to all the new Fellows!
The Victorian Fellows invite you to pencil the dates below in your 2018 diaries (bold dates are definite, others
indicative) for Trust people who are in Melbourne on those days.
Each lunch group will be restricted to the first 10 people who book & pay. The lunch with Sir Gus Nossal will be a
major event and, due to anticipated demand, additional places will be made available.
Thursday 8 February, lunch, 12.30 – 2 pm,
with Professor Arie Freiburg AM (see p. 2).
Tuesday 10 April, ‘After 5’.
Wednesday 23 May, lunch.
Thursday 7 June, ‘After 5’
Wednesday 18 July, lunch.
Tuesday 28 August, ‘After 5’
Wednesday 10 October, lunch.
Christmas drinks.
First, on Saturday 20 January, we are having a family-friendly
picnic. Dr Lisa Ehrenfried will send out additional details during
January.
Turn to page 2 for more details on our guest speakers.
…………………………………
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This month’s word from the Trust’s CEO, Tom Mollenkopf
It is almost the end of the year and tradition dictates that, as CEO, I should say something ….
which is great, because I was going to say it anyway.

First and foremost, I want to say thank you. This has been an outstandingly rewarding and
enjoyable year (ok, 11 months for those who have been counting) and it is due to a number
of people. My sincere thanks go to Lindy Stein and Kate MacMaster for being an outstanding
team of professionals and for making my job so much easier; Trust volunteers Elizabeth
Murphy and Ann Milligan (also BRIDGING editor); the Board of Directors who have been very
supportive and insightful; and the Trust’s Fellows and Friends who collectively ensure that our impact is
magnified. I would also like to acknowledge the very special role that Leith Boully plays in the ongoing success
of our Leadership Programs. Thank you Leith, Siwan and the Outback Initiatives team.
I wanted to say thank you at the outset, because all of what the Trust has achieved this year would not be
possible without each of you. And we have achieved a great deal: Two very successful leadership programs
delivered, a new international program finalised with ICEWaRM for early 2018, strong interest from across
industry and government for next year’s core program, and more planned. The Trust’s new Strategy has been
finalised and will be published in January at the same time we release our new website and a refreshed visual
identity – all part of speaking more clearly and with an honest, respectful and contemporary voice. Work is
underway to extend our activities as part of being a safe place for sharing ideas and connecting actors in the
water and environment space and this will be supported by a strong supportive Fellows Program. A great finish
to 2017; and an even better start to 2018.
So, it now only remains to say, Have Safe and Happy Christmas; and a Wonderful New Year.
Oh, there is just one last thing. This edition of BRIDGING includes a long list of potential holiday reading (for
those not buying airport novels on the way to somewhere exotic). Which reminds me of something that great
philosopher Groucho Marx said: “Outside of a dog, a book is a man’s best friend; inside of a dog, it’s too dark
to read.”
Tom Mollenkopf

…………………………………

Guest speakers at Peter Cullen Trust lunches in Victoria, in 2018
As indicated on page 1, we are excited to announce the following guest speakers for PCT ‘Intimate Lunches’ in
Victoria in 2018:
•
•
•
•

Professor Arie Freiburg AM – lunch hosted by Dr Lara Werbeloff, discussing regulatory theory and the recent
challenges in NSW;
Sir Gustav Nossal AC – one of Australia’s Living National Treasures and a global force in the improvement of
science-based outcomes since the 1960s;
Michel Masson, CEO of Infrastructure Victoria – on Victoria’s approach to long-run water infrastructure planning
in the face of population change and climate change;
Michael Wandmaker, Managing Director, Melbourne Water.
Peter Cullen Trust ‘Intimate Lunches’ are small gatherings with interesting, friendly and lively discussion led by
some of Australia’s most informed people in the water and natural resources sector, while enjoying a pleasant
lunch. You will have a choice of a main and a dessert from the venue’s set lunch menu, followed by tea or coffee.
Each lunch (except with Sir Gus Nossal AC) is limited to 10 attendees, allocated on a first-in basis, based upon
payments received. Please ensure you label your payment with your name for ease of tracking.
Lunch with Arie Freiberg AM, Emeritus Professor Faculty of Law, Monash University,
Thursday 8 February, 12.30 – 2 pm
(Venue TBC). Only ten places available. Cost: $45 per person.
Payment via EFT to– Name: ‘The PCT’; BSB: 062 900; A/c no.: 1061 1559.
For enquiries, contact Lara Werbeloff on mob. 0412 850 678, or email
lara.werbeloff@monash.edu
Arie Freiberg is an Emeritus Professor at Monash University. He is a member of the
Council of the Judicial College of Victoria and the Interim Advisory Board of the Victorian
Environment Protection Authority. Between 2004 and 2012, Arie was Dean of the Faculty
Law at Monash University. Before this, he was Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University
of Melbourne in 2003 and in 2013 was appointed an Emeritus Professor of the University.
BRIDGING no. 26, December 2017
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His particular areas of expertise are sentencing, non-adversarial justice and regulation. In 2015 he consulted to
the Royal Commission on Child Sexual Abuse in Institutional Contexts on sentencing issues and in 2016 he was a
consultant to the Queensland Department of Justice and Attorney-General on drug courts. He has also consulted
for a number of state government agencies and departments on regulatory reform.
In Professor Freiberg was made a Member of the Order of Australia for his service to law, particularly in the fields
of criminology and reform related to sentencing, legal education and academic leadership.
…………………………………

Hydrology and Water Resources Symposium 2018 (HWRS 2018)
Engineers Australia’s National Committee on Water Engineering, and the local organising committee, take great
pleasure in inviting you to join us at Pullman on the Park Hotel in Melbourne, for the Hydrology and Water
Resources Symposium 2018 (HWRS 2018) during 3–6 December 2018.
Dr Phillip Jordan, Dr Elisabetta Carrara and Dr Paul Feikema are members of the local organising committee, along
with Andrew McCowan, Ben Tate, Chris Rudiger, Melanie Collett, Heerbod Jahanbani, Lisa Lowe, Phil Pedruco,
QJ Wang, Rebecca Lett, Valentijn Pauwels and Warwick Bishop.
During the conference, internationally respected and local speakers will reflect on advances to date and highlight
the opportunities and challenges to come in the areas of water engineering, hydrology, hydrogeology, research into
and management of water resources.
The conference theme is ‘Water and
The conference will provide an outstanding opportunity to
Communities’, and areas of focus will include:
network with others in the water industry.
 Flood risk modelling and management
We have also assembled a trade exhibition of the latest and
 Integrated water management
most relevant products and service providers for the water
 Healthy waterways
industry.
 Informing water policy and operational
decisions
A highlight will be the Gala Dinner and Hydrologic Games,
 Understanding water use
to decide the coveted Cumec Trophy.
 Doing more with less water
Please keep an eye out for the call for abstracts and opening
 Indigenous water values
of registrations, which will occur by
 Community participation and
early February.
ownership of water issues.
Dr Phillip Jordan
Chairman of Local Organising Committee
…………………………………

Friends and Fellows providing potential ‘holiday’ reading in books & reports

for everyone interested in water and the environment: science, research, resource management,
industry, policy, regulations, law, social impacts and sustainability
Some publishers are offering sale prices for Christmas; & there is a special offer on a Routledge book below.

Books and reports are grouped as: Freshwater science & ecological management; Urban water matters; MurrayDarling Basin; Water law; Policy, governance, community; Interactions between disciplines.
FRESHWATER SCIENCE & ECOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT

Intermittent Rivers and Ephemeral Streams: Ecology and Management.

1st edition, 2017. 622 pages.
Eds: T. Datry, N. Bonada, A. Boulton. Academic Press.

https://www.elsevier.com/books/intermittent-rivers-and-ephemeral-streams/datry/9780-12-803835-2
o

o

Reviews and compares up-to-date research findings and management strategies using
international examples across climates, flow regimes and land uses, to provide a
complete and integrated perspective on the ecology of these ecosystems, for
managers and policy makers.
Reveals the relevance of this scientific understanding to managers and policymakers.

Emeritus Professor Philip (Sam) Lake AO has a chapter (with Paul Reich & Nick Bond) in
this book. See Sam’s comments on it, below, in Recent news of Friends and Fellows.
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RipRap Edition 40 – Thrive: Nature, Water and Wellbeing. 2017.
Ed. Siwan Lovett. Australian River Restoration Centre.

https://arrc.com.au/edition-40-thrive-nature-water-wellbeing
o

‘Bringing this edition of RipRap together is a celebration of the
amazing amount of work and capacity we are developing in managing
water for the environment. We are leading the world in our efforts to
protect and restore the riverine ecosystems upon which we depend.
RipRap 40 has stories about waterbirds, seedlings, fish and food webs,
as well as sharing insights about the people investigating how we can
protect and restore our wonderful waterways.’

Freshwater Ecosystems in Protected Areas: Conservation and Management.

2018. 280 pages.
Eds: C. Max Finlayson, Angela H. Arthington, Jamie Pittock. Routledge (special offer)

http://208.254.74.112/books/details/9780415787147
o

o

o

This book shows that, rather than being a marginal part of terrestrial protected
area management, freshwater conservation is central to sustaining biodiversity. It
focuses on better practices for conserving inland aquatic ecosystems in protected
areas, including rivers, wetlands, peatlands, other freshwater and brackish
ecosystems, and estuaries.
Practical case studies illustrate principles and practices applied around the world.
Specific management needs of the main types of freshwater ecosystems are
considered, as well as the management of freshwaters in the broader landscape,
showing how natural resource governance processes can be harnessed to better
manage freshwater biodiversity.
The book offers commentary on how to adapt freshwater conservation practices
to climate change and ends with an insightful synthesis.

CHAPTERS by Emeritus Professor Angela Arthington:
Arthington A.H., Finlayson C.M and Pittock J. (2017) Freshwater ecological principles.
Arthington A.H., Finlayson C.M., Roux D.J, Nel J.L, Rast W., Froend R., van Niekerk L. and Turpie J. (2017) Managing
specific freshwater ecosystems.
Finlayson,C.M., Arthington A.H. and Pittock J. (2017). An introduction to issues for managing freshwater ecosystems
in protected areas.
Finlayson,C.M., Arthington A.H. and Pittock J. (2017). The conservation and management of freshwater ecosystems
in protected areas: a synthesis
Angela points out that Routledge is offering a 20% discount for copies of this book purchased directly via their
website. Enter the code FLR40 at checkout. For more information visit: www.routledge.com/9780415787147

Lake Eyre Basin Rivers: Environmental, Social and Economic Importance.
2017. 272 pages. Ed. Richard Kingsford. CSIRO Publishing.
http://www.publish.csiro.au/book/7213/
o
o
o

Examines the use and conservation of the Lake Eyre Basin rivers from a range of
stakeholder perspectives
Explores all dimensions of sustainability and provides a thorough analysis of the
long-term threats to the rivers
Outlines solutions for the future sustainability of the Lake Eyre Basin rivers, including
the policy and legislative background

CHAPTERS by Em. Prof. Angela Arthington and Em. Prof. Arthur Georges:
Arthington A.H. and Balcombe S.R. (2017). Natural flows drive the ‘boom and bust’
ecology of fish in Cooper Creek, an arid-zone floodplain river. pp. 43–54.
Georges A. and Guarino F. (2017). Turtles in Cooper Creek: life in the slow lane. pp. 55–62.
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Water for the Environment: From Policy and Science to Implementation and Management. 2017.

758 pages. Eds: A. Horne, A. Webb, M. Stewardson, B. Richter & M. Acreman. Academic Press.
https://www.elsevier.com/books/water-for-the-environment/horne/978-0-12-803907-6
o

Provides a holistic view of environmental water management, offering clear
links across disciplines that allow water managers to face mounting
challenges. The book highlights current challenges and potential solutions,
helping define the future direction for environmental water management. In
addition, it includes a significant review of current literature and state of
knowledge, providing a one-stop resource for environmental water managers.

CHAPTERS:
Vietz G.J., Finlayson B.L. (2017). Geomorphological effects of flow alteration in
rivers; p. 736.
Webb A.J., Arthington A.H. and Olden J.D. (2017). Models of ecological responses
to flow regime change to inform environmental flow assessments. Chapter 9.
Horne Avril C., O’Donnel Erin L., Acreman Mike, McClain Michael E., Poff N. LeRoy,
Webb J. Angus, Stewardson Michael J., Bond Nick R., Richter Brian, Arthington Angela H., Tharme Rebecca E.,
Garrick Dustin E., Daniell Katherine A., Conallin John C., Thomas Gregory A. and Hart Barry T.
Moving forward: The implementation challenge for environmental water management. Chapter 27.
Poff N.L., Tharme R.E. and Arthington A.H. (2017). Evolution of environmental flows assessment science, principles
and methodologies. Chapter 11.
Dr Jane Doolan, Dr Meenakshi Arora and Beth Ashworth are also authors of chapters in this book.
URBAN WATER MATTERS

Urban Sustainability Transitions: Australian Cases- International
Perspectives. 2017. 265 pages.
Eds: T. Moore, F. de Haan; R. Horne; B.J. Gleeson. Springer Singapore

https://www.ebooks.com/95897424/urban-sustainability-transitions/horne-ralphmoore-trivess-de-haan-fjalar-gleeson-b
o

An accessible but critical exploration of sustainability transitions in urban
settings. The chapters in this volume contribute to the growing body of literature
on city-scale transformative change, which seeks to address a lack of
consideration for spatial and urban governance dimensions in sustainability
transitions studies, and expand on the basis established in the preceding book.
Drawing on a range of perspectives and written by leading Australian and
international urban researchers, the chapters explore contemporary cases from
Australia and locate them within the international context.

CHAPTER by Dr Lara Werbeloff:
Brown R., Rogers B. & Werbeloff L. (2017) A framework to guide transitions to water sensitive cities. In Urban
Sustainability Transitions: Australian Cases-International Perspectives, Springer, pp.129–148.

Food Energy Water Nexus: Ideas for Monash University Clayton Campus.

2017. 31 pages. Eds: Dr Shirin Malekpour, R. Caball, R.R. Brown, N. Georges,
J. Jasieniak. Monash University, Melbourne.

https://www.monash.edu/sustainable-development/capabilities/food-energywater-nexus/the-food-energy-water-report
o

Using the University’s Clayton campus as a case study, the workshop reported
here generated ideas that demonstrate how research capabilities in food,
energy and water could be leveraged to move toward a nexus approach for
food, energy and water management in a mini-city. A broader aim of the report
is to showcase some of the FEW nexus ideas (conceptual) that could have a
wider application across other urban precincts. As such, the report provides a
case study that we hope will inspire similar responses in other urban areas.
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Approaches to water sensitive urban design. Eds: A. Sharma, T. Gardner, D. Begbie. Elsevier.
[No url or details found online.]

CHAPTER by Dr Geoff Vietz:
Vietz G.J., Hawley R.J (in press) Protecting and managing stream morphology in urban catchments. In: Approaches
to water sensitive urban design (A. Sharma, T. Gardner, D. Begbie, eds.), Elsevier.
MURRAY-DARLING BASIN (reports)
Matthews K. (2017a) Independent investigation into NSW Water Management and Compliance: Interim

Report, 8 September 2017.

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/120193/Matthewsinterim-report-nsw-water.pdf
o
‘On 11 September 2017, Ken Matthews issued a statement regarding the
delivery of his Independent Investigation into NSW Water Management and Compliance.
The focus of his interim report was to assess whether the department's policies,
procedures and actions were appropriate, to recommend whether further actions should
be undertaken, and to identify opportunities to improve the department’s future
compliance and enforcement performance.’

Matthews K. (2017b) Independent Investigation into NSW Water Management and Compliance – Advice
on Implementation: Final Report, 24 November 2017.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/131905/Matthewsfinal-report-NSW-water-management-and-compliance.pdf
Focuses on:
o ‘assessing progress and providing advice on implementation of the Government’s
decisions following his interim report
o advising on policies, strategies and options to give practical effect to improved
water metering and usage monitoring, especially in northern NSW
o advice on environmental water issues and on the department’s dealings with the
MDBA and other jurisdictions to achieve whole of Basin improvements to
compliance and enforcement arrangements
o further advice on opportunities to improve the department’s water policy advice
and water management, including any matters from the original July terms of
reference that emerged in the course of his further work.’

Review of Water Reform in the Murray-Darling Basin. 2017. 318 pages.
Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists*, with Dr Emma Carmody among the co-authors.
http://wentworthgroup.org/2017/11/review-of-water-reform-in-the-murray-darlingbasin/2017/
o
This report is the first independent and comprehensive review of the Basin Plan.
Its purpose is to evaluate progress towards the social, environmental and economic
objectives of the reforms, with the view to setting out steps necessary to deliver the Basin
Plan in full by 2026. This report also looks further into the future and sets out a suite of
long-term reforms that are necessary if the nation is to achieve its ultimate goal of
restoring the health of river systems in the Murray-Darling Basin. Overall, the review finds
there has been significant progress since 2004, but this progress has slowed to a trickle
since the Basin Plan was adopted in 2012.
*including Peter Cosier, Prof Tim Flannery FAA, Prof David Karoly, Prof Hugh Possingham FAA, Robert Purves AM,
Prof Bruce Thom AM.
See also Dr John Williams’s paper on water reform in the MDB (in Other publications: papers, below).
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WATER LAW

Water Resources Law 2nd edition. 2017. Nn pages.

Eds: A. Gardner, R. Bartlett, J, Gray, R. Nelson. LexisNexis Australia.
https://store.lexisnexis.com.au/product?product=water-resources-law-2ndedition&meta_F_and=9780409337945
o

Over the past 20 years Australian parliaments have undertaken a national program
of fundamental law reform about water resources law to address the competing
interests of humans and our ecosystems. The resultant state and territory
legislation is the product of the most significant reforms since water resources
statutes were first enacted over a century ago. The Commonwealth Parliament has
entered the field of water resource management and, with the support of some
state-referred legislative powers, has enacted a framework for the national
oversight of water resources management. The authors explain in practical terms how the new water resources
legislation seeks to implement the national reform policies

CHAPTER 25 updated by: Dr Madeleine Hartley.

Practical Panarchy for Adaptive Water Governance: Linking Law to Social-Ecological Resilience. 2018.
(pre-order). Eds: Barbara Cosens & Lance Gunderson. Springer-Verlag.

CHAPTER: Cosens B. and Arthington A.H. (in press). Law, resilience and water management in the Lake Eyre Basin,
Australia. Chapter 9.
POLICY; GOVERNANCE; COMMUNITY

Multi-level Governance: Conceptual challenges and case studies from
Australia. 2017. Eds: Katherine A. Daniell, Adrian Kay. ANU Press with ANZSOG.
https://press.anu.edu.au/publications/series/australia-and-new-zealand-schoolgovernment-anzsog/multi-level-governance or
http://dx.doi.org/10.22459/MG.11.2017
o
This book investigates the challenges—both conceptual and practical—of multilevel governance processes (such as between public, private, non-governmental
organisation (NGO) or community spheres, and across a range of administrative levels
and sectors). It draws on a range of cases from Australian public policy, with
comparisons to multi-level governance systems abroad, to understand factors behind
the effective coordination and management of multi-level governance processes in
different policy areas over the short and longer term. Issues such as accountability,
politics and cultures of governance are investigated through policy areas including social, environmental
and spatial planning policy.
CHAPTER co-authored by Dr Sarah Ryan and Dr Kathleen Broderick:
Dale A., Ryan S. and Broderick K. (2017) Natural Resource Management as a form of multi-level governance: The
impact of reform in Queensland and Tasmania.
http://press-files.anu.edu.au/downloads/press/n3935/pdf/ch14.pdf

Water Policy, Imagination and Innovation: Interdisciplinary Approaches. 2018. 270 pages.

Eds: R. Bartel, L. Noble, J. Williams, S. Harris. Routledge.

https://www.routledge.com/Water-Policy-Imagination-and-Innovation-InterdisciplinaryApproaches/Bartel-Noble-Williams-Harris/p/book/9781138729377
o

This book, written for a wide audience including practitioners and students, explores
creative interdisciplinary and potentially transformative solutions to the current
stalemate in contemporary water policy design. A more open policy conversation
about water than exists at present is proposed – one that provides a space for the
role of the imagination and is inclusive … .

CHAPTER by Associate Professor Darren Ryder:
Ryder D.S. (2017) Progressing from experience-based to evidence-based water resource
management: Exploring the use of ‘Best Available Science’ to integrate science and policy.
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Transformational Change in Environmental and Natural Resource Management: Guidelines for policy
excellence. 2016 (available 2017). 234 pages. Eds: Mike Young & Christine Esau. Routledge.
o
The aim of this book is to catalyse global interest in the pursuit of
transformational changes in natural resource and environmental management. It is shown
that transformational policy reforms involve fundamental shifts in strategy with farreaching consequences for the structure of industries, the way people behave and the
resources they use. Using examples of success and failure, coupled with insights from
practitioners and academics who have succeeded in getting transformational reforms
implemented, this book presents a set of guidelines for excellence in the pursuit of
transformational policy reforms. It includes detailed case studies from Australia, China,
Europe, New Zealand, South-east Asia and the USA.
CHAPTER by Professor Andrew Campbell:
Campbell A. (2016) Two Steps Forward, One Step Back: the ongoing failure to capture
potential synergies in natural resource management (Australia). In M. Young & C. Esau
(eds) Transformational Change in Environmental and Natural Resource Management: guidelines for policy
excellence. Routledge, Oxon.

Systems Practice: How to act in situations of uncertainty and complexity in a
climate-change world. 2017. Author: Professor Ray Ison. 342+ pages.
http://www.springer.com/gp/book/9781447173502
o
o
o
o

Provides a framework for understanding and doing systems thinking in practice.
Presents examples of different forms of systems thinking in practice.
Builds a case for investment in systems thinking in practice capability based on societal
need.
Contains extensive footnotes pointing to the sources and evidence of the authors' claims.

Freshwater Governance for the 21st Century. 2017. 271 pages. Ed. Eiman Karar. Springer.
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-3-319-43350-9.pdf
o

The objective of this book is to broadly illustrate the key aspects of water governance,
mapping the spectrum of decision-making from techno-centric and eco-centric
approaches, to hybrid concepts and people-centric approaches. Topics covered
include the challenges for water-governance models, the polycentric model, the
integration challenge, water in the decision-making hierarchy, and the rise of watersensitive design, while also taking into account interdependencies between
stakeholders, as well as the issue of scale.

CHAPTER by Dr Philip Wallis and Professor Ray Ison:
Ison R.L. & Wallis P.J. (2017) Mechanisms for inclusive governance. pp. 159–185.
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-43350-9_9/fulltext.html

The Oxford Handbook of Water Politics and Policy. 2016 – ,

indeterminate number of pages. Eds: K. Conca & E. Weinthal. Oxford University Press, Oxford.
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199335084.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199335084

CHAPTER by Dr Katherine Daniell:
Mukhtarov F. & Daniell K.A. (2017). Diffusion, adaptation and translation of water policy models.

WaterGuide: Setting a path to improved water resource management and use under
scarcity. 2017. 64 pages. Published by Australian Water Partnership.
https://waterpartnership.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/HLPW-WaterGuide.pdf
o
Prepared by Aither – an Australian advisory firm specialising in water policy, economics
and management, in which Will Fargher and Chris Arnott are Directors.
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Natural Resources and Environmental Justice. Australian Perspectives. 2017. 296 pages. Eds: A. Lukasiewicz,

S. Dovers, L. Robin, J. McKay, S. Schilizzi, S. Graham. CSIRO Publishing.
http://www.publish.csiro.au/book/7584/
o

A comprehensive examination of justice research on resource, environmental and
community issues. Environmental management involves making decisions about
the governance of natural resources such as water, minerals or land, which are
inherently decisions about what is just or fair. Yet, there is little emphasis on justice
in environmental management research or practical guidance on how to achieve
fairness and equity in environmental governance and public policy. This results in
social dilemmas that are significant issues for government, business and community
agendas, causing conflict between different community interests.

CHAPTER by Dr Katherine Daniell:
Daniell K.A., Nabavi E., Benham C.F. (2017) Politics of innovation and the spirit of justice. Pp. 185–203.
INTERACTING BETWEEN DISCIPLINES

Transdisciplinary research and practice for sustainability outcomes. 2017. 268 pages.
Eds: Dena Fam, Jane Palmer, Chris Riedy, Cynthia Mitchell. Routledge.

https://www.routledge.com/Transdisciplinary-Research-and-Practice-forSustainability-Outcomes/Fam-PalmerMitchell-Riedy/p/book/9781138119703
o

This book ‘examines the role of transdisciplinarity in the transformations
needed for a sustainable world’. It covers tools and frameworks needed to
achieve sustainability in practice, and the research theory. The volume also
presents case studies that ‘demonstrate the challenges and rewards of
transdisciplinary work’.

CHAPTERS by Professor Cynthia Mitchell, Dr Dena Fam, Dr Tanzi Smith and
Professor Ray Ison:
Mitchell C., Cordell D. & Fam D.M. (2017). Beginning at the end: the outcome
spaces framework to guide purposive transdisciplinary research. pp. 25-38.
Mitchell C.A. & Ross K. (2017). Transdisciplinarity in action: four guidelines, a
reflexive framework and their application to improving community sanitation
governance in Indonesia. pp. 172-189.
Willetts J.R. & Mitchell C. (2017). Assessing transdisciplinary doctoral research: quality criteria and implications for
the examination process. pp. 122-136.
Ison R. (2017). Transdisciplinarity as transformation: a cybersystemic thinking in practice perspective.
Fam D., Smith T. and Cordell D. (2017). Being a transdisciplinary researcher: skills and dispositions fostering
competence in transdisciplinary research and practice.
Williams J., Fam D. and Lopes A.M. (2017). Creating knowledge: visual communication design research in
transdisciplinary projects
Smith T. (2017). ‘To be green, clean and beautiful is progressive’: reframing sustainability through transdisciplinary
research and practice in northern Việt Nam.
Fam D. and Sofoulis Z. (2017). Trouble at the disciplinary divide: a knowledge ecologies analysis of a co-design
project with native Alaskan communities.
…………………………………

Recent news of Friends & Fellows, with some papers published in 2017
Emeritus Professor Sam Lake writes: In 2016 I had to relinquish my role as a Thinker in Residence in the Institute for
Applied Ecology (IAE), University of Canberra, for reasons of health, and fortunately I have since recovered.
Whilst involved with the IAE, I played a very small part in two papers focused on scenarios on the future of
biodiversity in Australia. Both have been published in 2017.
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Pepper D.A., Lada H., Thomson J.R., Shuvo Bakar K., Lake P.S. & Mac Nally R. (2017) A
method to identify drivers of societal change likely to affect natural assets in the
future, illustrated with Australia's native biodiversity. Science of the Total
Environment 581-582, 80–86. (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2016.10.112).
This paper described ‘a method for developing a set of future scenarios for a natural asset at
national scale under ongoing human population growth and climate change’, and Australia's
native biodiversity was the natural asset focused on.
The method was then used to develop nine scenarios for biodiversity given two basic
assumptions: that by 2050 Australia will have a population of 40 million, and that
greenhouse gas emissions will remain at the current high rate (IPCC scenario RCP8.5).
Emeritus Professor Sam Lake AO
That paper is:
Pepper D.A., Lada H., Thomson J.R., Shuve Bakar K., Lake P.S. & Mac Nally R. (2017)
Potential future scenarios for Australia's native biodiversity given on-going increases in human population.
Science of the Total Environment 576, 381–390.
(https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2016.10.021)
Nine scenarios were devised and examined and only two (Triple-bottom-line sustainability) and one called
Technology A were favourable with positive outcomes as regards the maintenance of biodiversity.
Steadily, the work on the restoration of river red gum-dominated riparian zones of intermittent streams has been
published with papers on responses of the birds and soil, and papers on fish and invertebrates in progress.
Restoration of intermittent streams lags very significantly behind restoration projects in perennial streams, a lag
which requires a strong will and great support given the rich array of intermittent streams we have in Australia. In a
chapter in the recent book Ecology of Intermittent Rivers and Ephemeral Streams. Ecology and Management (eds.
T. Datry, N. Bonada & A. Boulton; see page 3 of this newsletter) we (myself, Paul Reich & Nick Bond) stress the lack
of restoration efforts of intermittent streams worldwide. Furthermore, we stress that the ecologically worthwhile
stream and riparian zone restoration are inevitably long-terms ventures, requiring tenacious punters and adequate
long-term funding. Such a situation is hard to achieve in the prevailing situation of short-term grants and in the
demand in universities to produce short papers of high impact factor.
Since 2014 I have been a member of the Winton Wetlands Environmental Strategy Advisory Panel which provides
advice to the terrestrial and aquatic restoration of the sweeping expanse of the Winton Wetlands (formerly Lake
Mokoan). For the past three years, in August, the Winton Wetlands Committee of Management has hosted a very
successful conference focused on wetland restoration.
In June this year I became an inaugural Fellow of the Society of Freshwater Science.
…………………………………

Some other publications by Friends and Fellows during 2017
Carmody, Emma (2017). Climate change is water change: Integrating water management, mitigation and adaptation
laws and policies. Australian Environment Review 31(10).
Clift R., Sim S., King H., Chenoweth J., Christie I., Clavreul J., … Mitchell C., …Murphy R. (2017). The challenges of
applying planetary boundaries as a basis for strategic decision- making in companies with global supply
chains. Sustainability 9(2). doi: 10.3390/su9020279
Craig L., Olden J., Arthington A.H. et al. (2017). Meeting the challenge of interacting threats in freshwater
ecosystems: A call to scientists and managers. Elementa: Science of the Anthropocene. DOI:
http://doi.org/10.1525/elementa.256.
De La Sienra Servin E.E., Smith T. & Mitchell C. (2017). Worldviews, a mental construct hiding the potential of
human behaviour: A new learning framework to guide education for sustainable development. The Journal of
Sustainability Education 13, 1–21.
Godfrey P, Arthington A.H., Pearson R.G., Karim F. and Wallace J. (2017). Fish larvae and recruitment patterns in
floodplain lagoons of the Australian Wet Tropics. Marine and Freshwater Research 68(5): 964-979.
Horne A.C, Webb J.A., O’Donnell E., Arthington A.H., McClain M., Bond N., Acreman M., Hart B., Stewardson M.J.,
Richter B. and Poff N.L (2017). Reseach priorities to improve future environmental water outcomes. Frontiers
in Environmental Science, 5(4).
Malekpour S., Brown R.R., de Haan F.J. (2017). Disruptions in strategic infrastructure planning – What do they mean
for sustainable development? Environment and Planning C: Politics and Space. DOI:
10.1177/2399654417690735
Malekpour S., Brown R.R., de Haan F.J. , Wong T.H.F. (2017) Preparing for disruptions: A diagnostic strategic
planning intervention for sustainable development. Cities 63(2017), 58–69.
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Rose C.W, Arthington A.H., Connell D.W., Rickson R. E. (2017). Environmental Studies at Griffith University: A Brief
History of the Foundation Years. Proc. Royal Society of Queensland 122.
Slatyer, Anthony. (2017). Kini interviews, parts I and II: audio and text Q&A. https://waterpartnership.org.au/kiniinterview-with-tony-slatyer-special-advisor-on-water-dfat/
Watson R., Mukheibir P. and Mitchell C. (2017). Local recycled water in Sydney: A policy and regulatory tug-of-war.
Journal of Cleaner Production 148, 583–594. doi: 10.1016/j.jclepro.2017.01.174
Williams J. (2017) Water reform in the Murray–Darling Basin: a challenge in complexity in balancing social,
economic and environmental perspectives. Journal & Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales
150 (part 1), 68–92. ISSN 0035-9173/17/010068-25.
…………………………………

Graduation of 15 new Women in Water Leadership Fellows, 7 December
Our 15 new graduates from Women in Water Leadership gave a stimulating presentation at the Collins Quarter
bar/café to the delight of the large audience of Friends, Sponsors and Fellows of the Trust, and friends. Following
the successful introduction of a new event format at the recent Canberra graduation, the evening was again held as
a 3-hour cocktail party, and the guests took full advantage of the opportunity to mingle in a relaxed setting,
celebrate the new graduates, catch up with colleagues and meet new people.
As has broadly been the case with graduation events over the years (this was the tenth in eight years) the evening
formally commenced with a welcome, introduction and thanks to our sponsors by Trust Chair Professor the Hon
John Thwaites, following which, the new Fellows gave a presentation on their program project. Professor Thwaites
then presented each Fellow with her graduation certificate and a copy of Peter Cullen’s book This Land our Water.
Then followed a break for eating and conversation … and of course photos!
The guest speaker on 7 December was Helen Vaughan, Deputy Secretary (Acting), Water & Catchments Group,
Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning. Helen spoke about her leadership journey and the obstacles
that she had faced and the opportunities afforded her. Helen also provided insights into the changing dynamic in
the water sector in Victoria, in particular the major changes over a relatively short period of time in increasing
diversity, including the move to equity in the numbers of excellent women in leadership roles.
The formal part of the evening was completed by Dr Sarina Loo, representing the Fellows’ national network. She
welcomed the new Fellows, encouraging them to contribute to and continue to grow through the network.
Thank you to Lindy Stein, the Trust’s Executive Officer, for her excellent organisation of the evening.

The graduates with facilitators Leith Boully (centre front) and Siwan Lovett (far left):
L–r: Rita Narangala, Ulrike Hulin, Jeddah Breman, Elaine Mowat, Shirin Malekpour, Jill Fagan, Meenakshi Arora, Amanda Castle,
Lisa Caldwell, Sarah Eggleton, Nicole Sexton, Amanda Smith, Deva Chinnarajan, Suzy McDonald, Amber Perry.
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©
Above: Amanda Smith during the new Fellows’ presentation; Amanda Castle in her role during the new Fellows’ presentation.

Left: John Langford, Clinton Rodda & Tom Mollenkopf. Right: Rita Narangala, Grace Rose-Miller & Russell Fisher (of Outback
Initiatives).

Below left: Philip Wallis & Michelle Ezzy. Right: Tom Mollenkopf, Hannah Pexton, Sandra Brizga & Amanda Smith
with John Thwaites (centre)
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Left: Audience amusement. Right: Elissa McNamara, Kirsten Shelly and Betsy Anderson.

Below left: Guest speaker Helen Vaughan.

;

Above left: Lindy Stein and Tom Mollenkopf organising the presentation of certificates.
Right: John Thwaites & Suzy Nethercott-Watson.
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TRUST PEOPLE IN THIS EDITION

FELLOWS (year; sponsor if applicable):
Dr Lisa Ehrenfried – 2014 Office of Living Victoria Fellow
Dr Lara Werbeloff – 2016 Monash Sustainable Development Institute Fellow
Dr Phillip Jordan – 2016 Hydrology & Risk Consulting Fellow
Dr Elisabetta Carrara – 2016 Australian Bureau of Meteorology Fellow
Dr Paul Feikema – 2017 Australian Bureau of Meteorology Fellow
Dr Geoff Vietz – 2010 River Basin Management Society Fellow
Dr Meenakshi Arora - 2017 The University of Melbourne Fellow
Beth Ashworth – 2016 Victorian Environmental Water Holder Fellow
Dr Katherine Daniell – 2010 Fellow
Dr Shirin Malekpour – 2017 Monash Sustainable Development Institute Fellow
Dr Emma Carmody – 2013 RBC Blue Water Project Fellow
Dr Madeleine Hartley – 2017 Professor John Langford AM Fellow
Dr Kathleen Broderick – 2014 Fellow
Associate Professor Darren Ryder – 2015 RBC Blue Water Project Fellow
Dr Philip Wallis – 2010 Fellow
Chris Arnott – 2010 Fellow
Dr Dena Fam – 2013 RBC Blue Water Project Fellow
Dr Tanzi Smith – 2012 Fellow
BRIDGING
Dr Sarina Loo – 2010 DSE Fellow
Rita Narangala – 2017 Yarra Valley Water Fellow
Managing Editor: Tom Mollenkopf
Dr Ulrike Hulin – 2017 Wannon Water Fellow
Compiler/Editor: Ann Milligan
Jeddah Breman – 2017 South East Water Fellow
Photos: Contributors and the Trust.
Elaine Mowat – 2017 East Gippsland Water Fellow
Dr Jill Fagan – 2017 DELWP Fellow
NOTE: Views and intellectual property embodied in
Amanda Castle – 2017 Southern Rural Water Fellow
articles published in BRIDGING belong to their
Lisa Caldwell – 2017 Westernport Water Fellow
originators. Even when BRIDGING publishes
Sarah Eggleton – 2017 Melbourne Water Fellow
material by Friends or Fellows, the views expressed
Nicole Sexton – 2017 Barwon Water Fellow
are not necessarily those of the Peter Cullen Trust.
Amanda Smith – 2017 City West Water Fellow
SOCIAL MEDIA:
Deva Chinnarajan – 2017 Lower Murray Water Fellow
https://www.facebook.com/petercullentrust/
Dr Suzy McDonald – 2017 GWM Water Fellow
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/6845223
Amber Perry – 2017 DELWP Fellow
@PeterCullenPCT
Grace Rose-Miller – 2017 Yarra Valley Water Fellow
Hannah Pexton – 2015 Melbourne Water Fellow
OFFICE: Peter Cullen Water & Environment Trust,
Dr Sandra Brizga – 2010 Fellow
Building 15, University of Canberra, ACT 2601.
Michelle Ezzy – 2016 Melbourne Water Fellow
T: 02 6206 8606
Elissa McNamara – 2016 Southern Rural Water Fellow
Dr Kirsten Shelly – 2011 Fellow
E: office@petercullentrust.com.au
Betsy Anderson – 2016 Barwon Water Fellow
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